Sea Lion Facts

- Sea Lions have external ear flaps or “pinnae”
- They are noisy barkers
- They like to congregate in gregarious groups
- They have skin-covered, elongated fore flippers and they can rotate them under their body allowing them to “walk” on land
Seal Facts

- Seals have furry, stubby foreflippers
- They meow, snort or do soft grunts
- They have no ear flaps or “pinnae”
- Their flippers cannot be used for walking and they scoot on their bellies on land
**Sea Lion**
- External ear flaps "pinnae"
- Skin-covered, elongated fore flippers
- Noisy, bark!
- Congregate in gregarious group
- Flippers can rotate allowing them to "walk" on land

**Seal**
- No ear flaps or "pinnae"
- Furry, stubby foreflippers
- Meow, snort or soft grunts
- Less social and spend more time in the water
- Flippers cannot be used for walking; they scoot on belly on land
List 5 differences between Seals and Sea Lions
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